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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Outline, continued
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• Gift Tax Considerations & Compliance
– Gift Splitting
– Automatic Allocation of GST
– Late Allocation of GST

• Code Section 677 & Insurance Trusts
• Code Section 678

– Beneficiary Defective Inheritor’s Trusts

• Final Thoughts & Considerations for Planning in 2020



Basics of Gifting
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• Goal
– Remove assets from estate
– Freeze asset values by removing appreciation from estate
– Discount value of transferred assets

• Qualifying gifts for the annual exclusion from gift tax
– Present interest requirement

• Qualifying gifts to an irrevocable trust for the annual exclusion



Crummey V. Commissioner
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• Facts
– Adult and minor beneficiaries had a withdrawal right over an 

irrevocable trust in the amount of the gift tax annual exclusion
– That power would lapse at the end of each year if not exercised

• IRS Argument
– The annual exclusion cannot apply for minor beneficiaries where a 

guardian has not been appointed to exercise a withdrawal right on the 
minors’ behalf

• Taxpayer prevailed



Crummey Powers: Characteristics
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• Presently exercisable withdrawal power over the principal of a 
trust

• Should be limited:
– In time, such that the beneficiary can only exercise the right of 

withdrawal during a finite period
– In amount, such that the beneficiary only has—at maximum—the right 

to withdrawal an amount equal to the annual exclusion for gift tax (or 
double that amount, for married donors electing to split gifts)



Crummey Powers: Notice
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• Notice should be given to trust beneficiaries to avoid an IRS 
argument that the withdrawal right was merely “illusory”

• A notice letter should convey the following information:
– A gift has been made
– The beneficiary has a withdrawal right over the gift
– Tip: since it is not necessary to identify the amount of the withdrawal 

right, it may behoove the trustee to omit that information to avoid an 
unnecessary error



Crummey Powers: Notice, continued
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• Knowledge versus written notice
• The powerholder needs to have a “reasonable opportunity” to 

exercise the withdrawal right
• Knowledge of the gift and its associated withdrawal right is 

likely sufficient to meet the reasonable-opportunity 
requirement, but the safer option is to provide written notice 
so there is a paper trail



Crummey Powers: Notice, continued
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• Waiver of notice
• Based on the “reasonable opportunity” requirement, a 

beneficiary should be able to waive notice of a withdrawal 
right without impacting its effect

• However, the IRS Office of the Chief Counsel has taken the 
position that waiver of notice defeats the present interest 
requirement, so it is best for a trustee to continue providing 
notice



Crummey Powers: Timing
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• Length of withdrawal period
– Consider how long a withdrawal period should be to give the 

beneficiary “reasonable opportunity” to exercise his or her withdrawal 
power

• Gifts made late in the calendar year
– Gift tax implications
– Implications for lapsed powers



Crummey Powers: Drafting Considerations
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• Ensure that the notice procedure is clearly outlined
• Allow the donor to limit withdrawal rights over a particular gift
• Be mindful of boilerplate provisions that could frustrate the 

purpose of the Crummey power
– Remember: the withdrawal power must remain ascertainable

• Class of powerholders
– Consider Estate of Crisofani v. Commissioner
– Remainder beneficiaries and beneficiaries of pecuniary bequests



Crummey Powers: Estate Tax Consequences
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• Any property subject to a decedent’s unlapsed power will be 
includible in his or her taxable estate
– “Hanging” Crummey powers, discussed infra

• Retained interest in trust for any taxable lapse
– Code Section 2041: partial inclusion of trust property in the decedent’s 

gross taxable estate



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences
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• A Crummey withdrawal power is a general power of 
appointment

• So a lapsed Crummey power results in a transfer to the other 
trust beneficiaries pursuant to Code Section 2514(b)
– This is sometimes referred to as a “gift back”
– Since the other trust beneficiaries will not have a right of withdrawal 

over this gift back, it will not qualify for the annual exclusion, and thus 
will use up some lifetime gift tax exemption for the person whose 
power lapsed



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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• Code Section 2514(e) creates a limited carve-out to the gift 
back rule

• The lapse of a Crummey power is not deemed to be the 
release of a general power of appointment to the extent of
– The greater of:

• $5,000
• 5% of the aggregate value of the trust corpus



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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• Hanging Crummey power
– Occurs when a right of withdrawal continues beyond the period in 

which it can be exercised
– Most typically, hanging Crummey powers arise from the following fact 

pattern:
• A beneficiary’s withdrawal right is equal to the annual exclusion 

amount
• The amount that lapses is equal to the 5 and 5 amount, which is 

presently less than the annual exclusion amount



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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• How hanging Crummey powers are eventually eliminated 
– Scenario 1: The 5 and 5 amount will eventually be exhausted if the 

donor does not continue to make gifts to the trust
– Scenario 2: If the trust corpus continues to grow, 5% of its aggregate 

value will eventually “wipe away” the hanging power 



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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Year Gift Withdrawal Right 5 and 5 Amount Hanging Power

2020 $75,000 $15,000 $5,000 $10,000

2021 $75,000 $15,000 $7,500 $17,500

2022 $75,000 $15,000 $11,250 $21,250

2023 $75,000 $15,000 $15,000 $21,250

2024 $75,000 $15,000 $18,750 $17,500

2025 $75,000 $15,000 $22,500 $10,000

2026 $75,000 $15,000 $26,250



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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• Note that for purposes of the illustration, the prior slide 
assumes that:
– There is a single beneficiary 
– No distributions have been made (e.g., no distributions to trust 

beneficiaries, no premium payments, and no administrative expenses)

• The calculation of hanging Crummey powers is most pertinent 
for estate inclusion purposes, but it also becomes relevant 
when determining whether a trust is a “GST Trust” 



Crummey Powers: Gift Tax Consequences, continued
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• Code Section 2632(c)(3)(B)(iv)
– “The term ‘GST Trust’ means a trust that could have a generation-

skipping transfer with respect to the transferor unless…any portion [of 
the trust] would be included in the gross estate of a non-skip person 
(other than the transferor) if such person died immediately after the 
transfer.”

• An effect of the above is that the GST automatic allocation 
rules will not apply to indirect skips if non-skip beneficiaries of 
the recipient trust have a hanging Crummey power
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LIFE INSURANCE FOR THE HIGH NET 
WORTH FAMILY – CATEGORIES OF 
APPLICABILITY

• Income Tax Benefits

• Funding expected Estate Taxes

• Asset Protection

• Family Governance & Family Private Bank Fund
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OWNERSHIP

• Outright or in Revocable Trust

• Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust

• Family Limited Partnership or Limited Liability Company – more popular in the 1990s before decanting 
and other modern trust laws

• Hybrids – Including Split-Dollar Funding (but please note Split-Dollar is not a type of life insurance policy)
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TYPES OF LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES

• Term insurance

Permanent Policies:

• Whole Life

• Universal Life – likely to encounter Guaranteed Universal and Index Universal Policies

• Variable Life

• Variable Universal Life – Private Placement Life Insurance (PPLI) generally fits into this
category

Note: My favorite professor at Wharton, Jerry Rosenbloom used to say, all permanent
types of life insurance policies are term, they just have an investment element.
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LIFE INSURANCE UNDERWRITING

• Needs to conform to insurance commissioner mandates, jurisdictionally
established. In the United States, this is done at the state level and New York is
considered to have the most rigorous standards. In fact, carriers have left New
York as a strategic decision.

• Application needs to be completed/signed in the relevant jurisdiction with a
licensed agent/broker. The applications are very detailed and need a “keen eye”.

• In addition to lifestyle, focus is placed on health and finances

• For large policies, expect brokerage pre-underwriting, diversification of policies,
avoidance of reinsurance by staying within carrier retainage limits and negotiations
playing carriers off competition to improve ratings (allowing less likely to be
insured) to lower cost. In short, for large death benefit requirements, expect this to
take time.
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LIFE INSURANCE AGENT COMPENSATION

• With traditional life insurance policies, the life insurance agent is compensated
based upon a state insurance commissioner schedule.

• On the life insurance illustration, one can look at the target premium, noted by TP
= ____, and then multiply by a percentage, but in New York the compensation
percentage is generally less than other states.

• The bulk of the life insurance agent’s compensation is in the first year, followed by
smaller amounts the next two or three years.

• In some states, like California, the life insurance agent may be able to rebate part
of his/her compensation, but it is illegal in most states.

• As a point to ponder, does it really matter how much an agent earns?
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TAX ISSUES REQUIRING FAMILIARITY OF A 
FAMILY OFFICE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

• Income versus Transfer Tax

• Internal Growth of a Life Insurance Policy’s Cash Surrender Value

• Distributions from Cash Surrender Value Versus Tax Basis

• Loans from Cash Surrender Value Generally Not Subject to Income Tax

• Incidence of Ownership

• Transfer for Value

• Generally, Death Benefit Not Subject to Income Tax

[Out of Place Aside: When Making Premium Payments, Avoid Fraudulent Transfers]
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A FEW CASE STUDIES …

• Multi-generational real estate family – more common estate planning like grantor retained
annuity trusts and installment sales to grantor trusts versus the technical tax
complications, trying tax compliance and difficult valuation issues. If choose the common,
consider life insurance to address basis issues.

• Complex financial instrument transactions, difficulty unwinding and moving from individual
decisions to fiduciary standards.

• Holding of closely-held business and approach to have cash to pay large estate tax bill,
when value rich but not liquid – in short how to avoid a “fire sale unwinding”.

• The new repatriation tax, if elected to pay over eight (8) years and dies, there is an
immediate “acceleration event” for closely-held business – how to handle?
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SOME REASONS TRADITIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE HAS NOT BEEN ATTRACTIVE TO
HIGH NET WORTH INDIVIDUALS

• Due to state insurance commissioners, traditional life insurance is generally one
size fit all, quite lineal as the size of premium payments increase.

• Life insurance carriers, even though they sell permanent policies, are in the
business of selling death benefit so their policies often require more death benefit
than Internal Revenue Code definitions.

• Premium payments for death benefit undermine the economics of cash
surrender value investments.

• The rates of return on traditional life insurance has been way below what most
high net worth individuals believe they can otherwise attain.
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“CUTTING A DEAL” WITH A LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

• To attract very large premium payments and therefore policies, life insurance carriers
can be willing to customize amount of death benefit over the life of the insured based
upon “the corridor”, adjusting required premium cost and therefor policy performance.

• Assuming meeting “diversification” standards and lack of “investor control” (Key
Statute §817), life insurance companies can be willing to allow more investment choice
and an independent investment manager for the policy’s cash surrender value.

• Diversification needs to be within a year of establishing policy (although extended to
five years for real estate) and premium and death benefit payments can be cash or in-
kind (albeit tax realization event as premium payment).

• To the extent the carrier is offshore, a choice must be made whether United
States compliant (under §953(d) or not).
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CHOICE OF INVESTMENTS

• Larger life insurance carriers will permit choice among investments
“on their platform”.

• These investment choices are clones of stand alone investment
funds, but placed into a insurance dedicated fund (IDF).
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FOR EXTRA INVESTMENT FLEXIBILITY

• While large carriers may be willing to offer a number of IDFs, ultimately they

are in the life insurance sales business. Therefore, they do not have

expansive “platform” choices.

• To fill the desire of life insurance policy owners, smaller life insurance

carriers have entered the marketplace that will allow much more investment

flexibility, at times with “an allocator model” rather than an IDF (although

an ID is often preferred by practitioners).
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§953(D) COMPLIANT LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES

• §953(d) is an election made by a foreign insurance company to be subject to

United States income tax.

• Life insurance companies are under a separate area of the Internal

Revenue Code, reserves for claims are permissible deductions so often there

is no income tax.

• Due to compliance requirements, policies of a §953(d) company are

generally more expensive.

• The benefit of a §953(d) election is the investments of the policy’s cash

surrender value will generally avoid United States income taxation and

withholding regimes.
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MORE THAN ESTATE PLANNING, PPLI IS AN 
INCOME TAX PLAY

• Properly structured, the internal growth of a life insurance policy’s cash
surrender value is not subject to income tax.

• During the life of the insured, cash can be borrowed income tax free
from the policy. Since with a PPLI policy the cash surrender value is
really the person’s money, effectively interest is being paid from the
person’s personal account to his/her policy – i.e. no leakage

• Generally, death benefits will be paid income tax free.
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IRC CATEGORIES OF LIFE INSURANCE 
POLICIES RELEVANT TO PPLI

“Compliant Policies”

• §7702(a) policy that is not a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC)
• §7702(a) policy that is a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC) 

“Non-Compliant Policies”

• §7702(g) policy known as a frozen cash value (FCV) policy

Beyond the scope of this presentation, MEC and FCV policies have certain
income tax disadvantages, but in the right situation provide pristine planning.
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TYPES OF POLICIES
Compliant

Generally, no income tax upon:

• Distributions up to basis

• Loans up to cash surrender value (CSV),
but carriers generally limit to 90% of CSV

• Death benefit (with bookkeeping entry to
account for outstanding loans)

Frozen Cash Value

• In total, loans and distributions are limited to
basis

• Death benefit generally not subject to income tax

• Amount at risk frozen – professional discussion if

continuing risk shift needs to be a percentage of

cash surrender value or of the original premium

• Ultimately, giving up access to CSV growth for
less amount at risk/death benefit – perhaps way to
address capacity concerns

• Modified endowment contract (MEC) rules do not
apply

Actual determination, with 
corridors of amount at risk –
capacity often an issue
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MARKET AND LEGAL ISSUES: §953(D) VS.
NON-§953(D) COMPANIES

§953(d)

• No Federal Excise Tax (FET)

• No requirement to file and maintain
Form 720

• No withholding on US dividend income

• United States tax status even though
not US resident

• Deferred Acquisition (DAC)

• Form W-9 entity

Non-§953(d)

• 1% Federal Excise Tax (FET) 
requirement with Form 720 (Page 
2, IRS No. 30) requirement

• Withholding tax on dividend income

• Non – US status Acquisition

• No Deferred Change (DAC)

• Form W-8BEN
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DOMESTIC VS. OFFSHORE POLICIES
Domestic

• State insurance commission regulation
• Segregated account legislation 
• Generally, larger insurance carriers 
• Practically, Insurance Dedicated
• Funds (IDFs) & Compliant Policies 

required

• State premium tax – varies by state

Offshore

• Foreign insurance regulation

• Segregated account legislation

• Generally, smaller insurance carriers retaining little to
no death benefit risk

• Typically, more open to Allocator Model & Frozen Cash
Value (FCV) Policies as well

• §953(d) tax like domestic carrier, as opposed to non-
§953(d) carrier

• Deferred Acquisition Costs (DAC), often labeled as “tax”
– generally passed on by carrier to policies

• Discomfort for many in terms of going offshore – including
medical & financial underwriting, interaction limitations
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LIFE INSURANCE CAPACITY

• Individual capacity

• Worldwide capacity
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Gift Tax Considerations & Compliance 
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• Gift-splitting
– Situations in which in may not be beneficial 
– Differing treatment of split gifts for gift versus generation-skipping 

transfer tax purposes
• Consider a gift made to a Spousal Lifetime Access Trust (“SLAT”), as 

illustrated on the next slide



Gift Tax Considerations & Compliance 
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• Gift-splitting illustration: wife makes a $90k contribution to her 
irrevocable trust, over which spouse has a $5k withdrawal 
power, and each of two kids have a $30k withdrawal power
– With respect to gift tax, wife and spouse can apply $35k and $30k, 

respectively, in annual exclusions. The excess ($25k) is all allocable to 
wife, and thus uses only her lifetime exemption

– With respect to GST tax, the allocation is equally divisible, such that 
wife and spouse each use $45k of their lifetime exclusion from GST tax



Gift Tax Considerations & Compliance, Continued 
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• Automatic allocation of GST exemption
– Code Section 2632

• Reporting
– Schedule D, Part 2, Line 5.  But note, the automatic allocation rules 

should apply regardless of reporting, unless there is an affirmative 
election-out statement

• Situations in which you may want to opt out of automatic 
allocation



Gift Tax Considerations & Compliance, Continued 
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• Late allocation of GST
– Applied either (i) to the value of the transferred property as of the date 

of the allocation, or (ii) to the value on the first day of the month in 
which the allocation is made

– Room for creative planning, if value of gifted property has declined 
since the transfer date



Code Section 677 & Insurance Trusts
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• Code Section 677(a)(3): 
– “The grantor shall be treated as the owner of any portion of a trust, 

whether or not he is treated as such owner under section 674, whose 
income without the approval or consent of any adverse party is, or, in 
the discretion of the grantor or a non-adverse party, or both, may be … 
applied to the payment of premiums on policies of insurance on the life 
of the grantor or the grantor’s spouse.”

• Consider the mere power to pay premiums, versus actual the 
application of income to a premium payment



Code Section 678
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• General rule: “[a] person other than the grantor shall be 
treated as the owner of any portion of a trust with respect to 
which (a) such person has a power exercisable solely by 
himself to vest the corpus or the income therefrom in himself, 
or (b) such person has previously partially released or 
otherwise modified such a power and after the release or 
modification retains such control as would, within the 
principles of sections 671 to 677, inclusive, subject a grantor of 
a trust to treatment as the owner thereof.”



Code Section 678, Continued
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• Exception: the general rule will not apply if the grantor of the 
trust is otherwise treated as the owner under the provisions of 
Code Sections 671-677
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Code Section 678, Continued
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• BDOT – Beneficiary Deemed Owner Trust
• Beneficiary of the third-party-created trust is given the power 

to withdraw all of the net taxable income of the trust from all 
of the assets of the trust.

• This power makes the BDOT a grantor trust with respect to the 
beneficiary.



Code Section 678, Continued
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• Beneficiary Defective Inheritor’s Trusts (“BDITs”)
– Trust creation

• Avoiding grantor trust status for the trust creator
• Creating grantor trust status for beneficiary 

– Beneficiary has a withdrawal right over contributions, as 
previously discussed

– Withdrawal right lapses and the trust is taxed to the client 
under Code Section 678



Code Section 678, Continued
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• BDITs
– Typical characteristics 

• A disinterested trustee has the absolute discretion to distribute 
income and principal to the beneficiary for any purpose

• Beneficiary can direct income and principal distributions to herself 
on an ascertainable standard

• Beneficiary has a limited testamentary power of appointment



Code Section 678, Continued
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• BDITs
– Ensuring trust is not a grantor trust with respect to the trust creator

• Grantor cannot be a beneficiary, and he should have no interest 
under the trust

• The trust cannot pay life insurance premiums on the life of the 
grantor or the grantor’s spouse

• Neither grantor nor grantor’s spouse can serve as trustee
• No more than ½ of the trustees may be “related or subordinate” to 

the grantor



Code Section 678, Continued
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• BDITs
– Ensuring trust is not a grantor trust with respect to the trust creator

• Neither grantor nor any “non-adverse party” can have the power 
to:

– Purchase, exchange, or otherwise deal with or dispose of trust 
principal or income for less than adequate consideration

– Borrow any of the trust’s income or principal without adequate 
interest or security



Code Section 678, Continued
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• Economic substance of BDITs
– Trust funding via a sale transaction

• Consideration is generally in the form of a promissory note
• 10% funding “requirement”
• Based on all of the facts, can the purchaser reasonably be expected 

to meet its financial obligations on the promissory note as 
payments become due?

• Consider using a security agreement to legitimize the transaction



Code Section 678, Continued
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• When to use a BDIT
– When client wants to be a beneficiary, while maintaining control (both 

as Trustee and via limited testamentary power of appointment) 
– When some creditor protection is wanted or needed
– When client does not have any remaining lifetime exemption to 

allocate to a gift
– When a client is not married, or has a spouse but is unwilling to rely on 

that person
– When a client is tolerant of complexity and risk



Code Section 678, Continued
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• BDIT risks to be mindful of
– Strategy is the result of a combination of PLRs, and has not been 

specifically addressed by the IRS
– Carries the same audit risk as a sale to a grantor trust
– Inadvertent future contributions that can affect income tax status
– Lack of adequate disclosure and other reporting problems
– Personal guarantees and equity requirements 
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Final Thoughts & 
Considerations for 
Planning in 2020



This presentation is a summary of legal principles.
Nothing in this presentation constitutes legal advice, which can only be obtained 

as a result of a personal consultation with an attorney.
The information published here is believed accurate at the time of publication, but 

is subject to change and does not purport to be 
complete statement of all relevant issues.
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